
Meanwhile, 70 miles to the north in
a London flat, 35-year-old Dave

Baker maps strategy to challenge Dutton’s
dominance in the amphib market. That
Baker is a stone carver and doesn’t know
squat about making any kind of vehicle is
not, apparently, an issue. To date, his noto-
riety centers on an eight-foot fiberglass
elephant he built for Harrods department
store in London.

Okay, he isn’t just any old stone carver.
He works for English Heritage, an impor-
tant national group charged by Parliament
with protecting the English historical envi-
ronment—no small task, restoring the
symbols of empire, buildings and whatnot.

But his radical design of the
amphibious Landshark so interested Lotus
Engineering that after seeing his plans in
1998 the company agreed to become the
project’s official consultant. The next year,
Lotus offered to complete the design and
build a working prototype, which is now
somewhere in the pipeline. A government
defense agency is also interested in his
water-going vehicle as a special-forces
craft. Provided further funding of 250,000
pounds (about $360,000) is forthcoming,

the plan is for Lotus to assemble Land-
sharks by 2003.

Interview Dutton, and you are
immersed in the odors of oil and glue, his
voice accompanied by a steady soundtrack
of tinkling tools and the noises of his small
warehouse factory in Littlehampton, a
town of 27,000 inhabitants, many of them
retired folks who drive ’70s British cars
slowly between rows of white-painted
houses.

Interview Baker, and over his calm
voice comes the sound of teaspoons
clinking in tea cups in London’s Royal
Festival Hall, an artsy center where the
smart set goes to concerts and art exhibi-
tions and nibbles on egg-and-’cress sand-
wiches. Not a grease monkey anywhere.

Dutton’s design resembles an open-top

car grafted onto a flat-bottom hull, with a
skirt-stretchingly high doorsill. The 2500-
pound four-seater is powered by a 1.9-liter
Suzuki turbo-diesel engine making a
modest 63 horsepower. The sticker is
$28,800. Good for 90 mph on land and 6
mph in the water.

Baker’s model—at the moment, it
amounts to a three-foot-long clay model—
looks like a futuristic subcompact. It is
open-wheeled at the front, with two mud
guards over the tires. The curvy three-
seater fiberglass body is closed and nar-
rows at the back to a single rear wheel,
looking, indeed, very much like a teardrop.
It appears to be half-tricycle, half-car. Sev-
eral models are expected, with the top
vehicle getting a 1.1-liter engine from the
Honda Blackbird motorcycle making 160
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Dutton, an avid water-skier, explains his water-
going Commander. The dash is from a Ford Fiesta,
with one gauge showing jet-drive pressure. The
Suzuki turbo-diesel is good for 63 hp. The homely
little car/boat seats four, costs $28,800.
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horsepower. Prices should range from
$14,500 to $23,000, and it should weigh
in at 926 pounds. The engine drives the
rear wheel, which will also double as a tur-
bine to propel it in the water. Baker’s rea-
soning is that if a Honda Blackbird bike
can hit 180 mph without aerodynamic aids
to cut drag, then his sleek design will allow
the Landshark to hit 200 mph on land and
50 in water.

Dutton has sold about 50 of his
amphibs to persons ranging from marina
security personnel to a retired whiskey
magnate who lives on his own island and
commutes to mainland Scotland and back.

Baker so far has more than 120 orders
for his Landshark, mainly from the U.S.
and mostly from customers planning on
using it for daily commutes. Both men are
convinced a market exists for amphibs,
despite the list of failed water-going cars.
Does anyone remember the Amphicar
(1961–68), the Hobbycar (1992–96), the
Amphi-Ranger (1983–1995), or the
Aquastrada Delta (1994)?

And each has major reservations about
the other’s design. Baker says: “I draw no
inspiration at all from existing amphibious
vehicles. They are either cars that float or
boats with wheels.” He says it helps he’s
not an engineer, as “engineers only think
in straight lines.”

Dutton just shakes his weathered head.
“I’ve heard it all before. Good luck to him.
I’ll believe it when I see it.”

We had raced to Littlehampton to see
Dutton’s creation. I say “race” because he
asked us to arrange our test drive
“according to the tide.” He didn’t want us
trying to regain land at low tide when the
earth below is goo.

A question came to mind as we eyed
Dutton’s Commander, bristling with green
and red navigation lights above the wind-
shield. Why the hell not fit a bigger engine
in this thing so you don’t have to go so
slow that you’re in danger of getting
scurvy crossing Lake Michigan?

“Even if you fit a Formula 1 engine in
it,” Dutton explained, “it won’t make the
slightest difference.”You’re never going to
be water-skiing behind your typical

amphibious car because of the “full-dis-
placement hull”—a hull that is submerged
under the surface, like a brick in the water.
Add a big engine, and the hull just pushes
a bigger bow wave. As a snowplow does
with snow, when a ship is moving forward
in water, its nose pushes up against the
water in front of it, creating a small “hill”
of water—or “bow wave.” And the bigger
the bow wave, the more power it absorbs,
offsetting any increase in power from the
engine. “It’s the law of diminishing
returns,” says Dutton. “No full-displace-
ment hull is ever going to go faster than
six or eight miles an hour.”

But speedboat hulls—or “planing
hulls”—do. They lift out of the water as
speed increases, thereby reducing drag.
“There is just one problem with an
amphibious ‘speedboat’—the four bloody
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Landshark creator Dave Baker still hasn’t
gotten his water car past the clay-model
stage, but his design was good enough to
get backing from a British defense agency.

big wheels you’ve got dangling down in
the water. It wouldn’t work,” Dutton
informs.

Retractable wheels could work, though,
and were tried on the Aquastrada Delta of
1994, a $30,000 one-off built in California.
Another design, currently being developed
by Gibbs Technologies in Warwickshire,
England, also boasts retractable wheels
and should go 30 mph on water. Dutton
says the complexity of disconnecting the
driveshafts, and retracting the wheels, is
fatal on an amphibious car. “You’ve got to
keep an amphibious car as simple and agri-
cultural as possible.” And he cites the
defunct French-made Hobbycar of the
’90s. “All electronics it was—and in the
water they all stopped working.”

So here’s how Dutton keeps his cars
and his business afloat. He makes the
Commander’s body of fiberglass (the steel
of the Amphicar had a reputation for
rusting). The hull is a one-piece molding
glued to the one-piece deck. (The front, or
bow, is deliberately blunt to reduce the risk
of harpooning slow pedestrians on the
road). He coats the hull with special paint

to prevent it from being encrusted with
marine life.

Next, the car needs front- or four-wheel
drive to claw its way out of the water and
up the ramp. With rear-drive vehicles such
as the Amphicar, the driver had to make a
run at solid ground and hope the rear
wheels would make contact.

The wheels play no part in propelling
or steering Dutton’s cars in the water. They
are fully submerged. (Other designs may
have the top half of the wheel above the
waterline.) Put power to fully submerged
wheels, and as the bottom part of the wheel
is trying to drive the car forward, the top
half is trying to push the car in exactly the
opposite direction. Result: no movement.

Using wheels to steer in water, as did
the Amphicar and the Amphi-Ranger,
according to Dutton, “is fine in the still
water of a large lake but a disaster in
moving water, especially when you are
trying to exit on a ramp.” For effective
steering in water—and for propulsion—
Dutton recommends “jet drive.”

On his cars, a 60-hp jet-drive unit spurts
water out at 3000 psi, powered by the

Suzuki engine through a dog clutch. The
jet is connected to the steering wheel via a
simple mechanical link. For reversing,
slowing, or tight maneuvering, a “reverse
deflector”—or metal flap—lowers directly
behind the jet to deflect the water in the
opposite direction. In water, Dutton’s cars
can be spun within their own length. He
proudly claims: “I make the only cars in
the world with a zero turning circle!”

A brief drive in the marina confirmed
that Dutton’s water baby can perform
maneuvers we’ve only managed while
losing control of a car on wet grass. Driving
the Commander is simple. With the engine
running, flick on the bilge pump switch and
engage the clutch that in turn allows the
car’s engine to power the jet drive. As you
head toward deep water, instinctively
taking a deep breath, move the jet-thrust
lever forward, control your speed with the
gas pedal, and off you go.

But keep an eye on the engine temper-
ature. “Engine cooling is the weakest part
on all amphibious vehicles,” says Dutton.
A giant heat exchanger underneath the hull
cools the engine oil. It works—Dutton
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crossed the channel from England to
within three miles of the French coast in
1997. Having made a 27-mile journey
through heavy winds, he turned back—had
he landed, the French would have arrested
him for crossing in an “unorthodox
vehicle.” Dutton had proved his point of
seaworthiness.

The exhaust system provided the
greatest engineering challenge. In addition
to fitting a large U-tube section to prevent
water from being sucked into the engine,
Dutton had to design a new type of muf-
fler—one that wouldn’t contain sound-
deadening wadding, which will block an
exhaust when wet. So Dutton uses a per-
forated steel tube. Another problem was
the mufflers cracking. Going into water,
the muffler’s inner casing stayed at 212
degrees while the outer casing suddenly
contracted and cooled to 59 degrees. By
cutting a section out along the inner tube,
it could expand without putting pressure
on the outer casing.

And it needs mufflers. Drive along in
the water, with liquid lapping just out of
arm’s reach below the door, and you find
yourself craning your neck—an instinctive
reaction to compensate for suddenly trav-
eling so low. The overwhelming sense is
one of noise. On a “decibel produced per
foot covered” basis, this almost rivals a
lawn mower, although its range is better:
The 11.4-gallon tank is good for four to
five hours in the water, or a distance of
about 30 miles.

There is one tricky bit for drivers. As
you come out of the water, the bilge pump
will continue to spew water out a side hole
for a few minutes, possibly peeing on
nearby pedestrians. But the car is fun and
works.

And, according to the Landshark’s
designer, is all wrong.

Back on dry land at Lotus, Baker is not
concerned with the problems of a

suddenly water-chilled axle sucking in sea-
water and the search for Swedish salt-
resistant grease. Instead, he will passion-
ately tell you, “there is only one perfect
aerodynamic shape—the teardrop shape of
the whale or dolphin.” A chance reading
of an article on how a motorbike gained
50 mph in top speed simply by fitting body
enclosures lit Baker’s interest in aerody-
namics and hydrodynamics. Water or air
flowing past a teardrop shape follows its
contours precisely, creating no vacuum.

But back then, Baker still didn’t have a
concrete idea for a car. Then one day he
noticed the three-spoke alloy rear wheel of
a 600cc Honda motorbike. “I suddenly
thought, ‘It looks just like a propeller.’ Fix
a six-speed [gearbox] and an engine onto
that and place it in water . . . but then I
thought, no, someone must have thought
of that already.” So Baker dropped the
idea. Then, two years later, he saw a TV
program featuring a three-wheel British
car, a Grinnall Scorpion, being hurled
impressively around a racetrack. It got him
thinking again. Three wheels fitted per-
fectly in the teardrop shape.

From that point, the basics of the Land-
shark were set. It would be a three-wheel,
three-seat fiberglass vehicle. The single
rear wheel, supported on a swing arm,
would be driven via belt by Honda’s
Blackbird motorbike engine. The rear
wheel would act as a turbine pump in the
water, with a pressure collector on one side
drawing the water in and a high-pressure
outlet nozzle on the other letting the water
shoot out.

“Much better than jet drive,” according
to Baker. “Turbines are more efficient, and
with the spinning rear wheel at the center
of the vehicle, the centrifugal force gener-
ated will increase the stability of the car.”

All of which would be pointless if the
Landshark could only hit 6 mph in the
water. Here’s the clever bit: It will be
designed to hydroplane over the surface of
the water, not by removing the front

wheels, but by lowering the front mud-
guards and using them as skis under the
front wheels. “It will be like doing a
wheelie in the water!” says Baker. Imagine
a 50-mph wheelie in water.

Baker won’t reveal how the mudguards
will be controlled: “We’re still getting
patents for that.” But he stresses that every-
thing about the Landshark uses proven
technology. “My approach throughout
when I went to Lotus and the government
[defense agency] has been: ‘Please tell me
why this won’t work.’ ” They couldn’t.

Back in Littlehampton, Dutton won-
ders. That is, he wonders how the Land-
shark will get up a ramp with just one
wheel, one rear-driven wheel. Oh, and how
the turbine will be perfectly balanced to
stop the car being shaken to pieces (par-
ticularly if a tiny stone enters it) and how
the mudguards will operate in real-life
conditions.

Not that Dutton’s reservations were
enough to prevent him from offering his
services to Baker as a consultant in the
early stages of the project. (Baker
declined.)

“One day, all cars will be made like
this,” says Dutton of his design. Why?
“Because of global warming and the floods
it will hopefully bring,” he says. “ I must
be the only car manufacturer praying for
more global warming.”

In 2003, Baker might for once—just
once—be praying for the same thing as
Dutton.                                                  
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Looking very much like an aftermarket primordial creature emerging from the muck,
this demonstrates the Landshark’s unique nose-up position once under way in the water.


